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Possible late Roman or early Saxon fish weirs 
at Ferry Lane, Shepperton 

DGBIRD 

Gravel extraction in 1972/3 revealed four rows if wooden stakes. These were recorded as well as possible in salvage 
conditions and are interpreted as fish weirs. Radiocarbon analysis if a piece if the wattle lining one row gives a 
date centred around the first half if the 6th century AD. 

Introduction 

The gravel pit at Ferry Lane, Shepperton, was worked by the Charlton Sand & Ballast Company 
in the early 1970s (fig 1 ). Work started at the western end and progressed across the area of the pit 
in a series of north -south strips, each beginning at the southern end. Backfilling followed fairly 
closely on the heels of extraction along the southern edge of the site; the rest was left as open 
water and has become a fishing lake. Archaeologists from the then London Museum were able to 
monitor some of the work in 1972; they noted indications of a buried watercourse running across 
the area approximately north-west to south-east and recovered from it various animal bones to
gether with part of a human skull ( Roy Canham and Alison Parnum (then Alison Laws), pers 
comm). The channel was said to be marked out by black silt stratified beneath rather more than 
one metre of gravel, itself below topsoil and brickearth. 

Later in 1972 the then curator of Chertsey Museum, Bob Trett, was alerted by the company 
to the discovery of a more or less complete late medieval bowl from the western end of the pit. No 
details of its stratigraphic position were obtainable. Early the following year the company re
ported the discovery of rows of substantial wooden stakes and finds of pottery and bone to the mu
seum. Plans were made for formal excavation and recording, as the company initially suggested 
that it should be possible for the site to be available for archaeological work for two to three 
months. Unfortunately, before work could start, the company indicated that only a short time 
could be allowed, and it was therefore possible to arrange little more than salvage recording. This 
took place in the difficult conditions imposed by a working gravel pit with the base of the stakes 
below water level. 

The resources and facilities for dealing with waterlogged wood in this quantity and for prop
erly studying it were unavailable at the time; the difficulties and great expense involved are well 
illustrated by the recently published English Heritage guidelines for dealing with waterlogged 
wood (1996). In the early 1970s there were no professional archaeological teams working in 
Surrey, and it was rare for gravel extraction companies, or any other developer, to fund archaeo
logical work. There was ofcourse no mechanism for insisting that such work could take place and 
it is to the credit of the Charlton Sand & Ballast Company that they recognized the potential im
portance of the stakes, managed to leave many of them in situ in the course of extraction, informed 
the local museum, and were able to allow some time for them to be recorded. 

Archaeological work on site was largely restricted to clearing the surviving parts of the first 
rows of stakes to be discovered, Rows 1 and 2, and plotting their positions. Information was also 
gleaned from the machine drivers about other stakes and pieces of wood which had already been 
removed in the course of extraction. Before the writer became involved on site an archaeological 
excavation was begun into the bank of the gravel pit where the two rows entered it. This was 
stopped because the area was not under threat and it was not possible to make adequate arrange
ments for recording. Instead, the remaining section (west ofRow I) was cleaned and straightened 
as much as possible, so that it could be recorded. This had to be done with two rough steps because 
the material was not stable enough to stand vertically to a greater height. Samples of the stakes 
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Fig 1 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. Location plan. The pit is shown with open water as it was at the time of the discovery 
of the stakes. 

were recovered and taken to Chertsey Museum and a special sample was carefully recovered 
from the wattle fencing surviving at the base of Row l so that it could be sent for radiocarbon 
dating. This sample was taken from a piece of the wattle that had remained sealed in the gravel 
and had not been disturbed by the gravel digging. 

A number of vertical stakes were visible in the working face of the pit just to the east of Rows 
l and 2 and these were thought likely te indicate one or two further rows. Continuing extraction 
revealed that this was correct as it began to eat into another row of stakes (Row 3). The company 
did not feel able to leave these stakes in situ as had been possible with Rows l and 2 and they were 
therefore pulled out by the machine as the gravel was extracted, but with the co-operation of the 
drivers some recording was possible. Shortly afterwards another possible row (Row 4) was ob
served and recorded in the same conditions. During this time the area of Rows land 2 had been 
backfilled, and their remains are probably therefore still preserved in some form in the southern 
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bank of the fishing lake. An aerial photograph held by the Surrey County Council Environment 
Department (HSL 73 UK 25) shows the pit at the moment when Rows 3 and 4 were being de
stroyed and backfilling across Rows I and 2 had begun; these rows can be seen on the photo
graph. 

Traces of a possible buried channel were noted in the section created by the working face as it 
existed at the time of the recording of Rows I and 2. It was not far to the north of the stakes that 
were seen in that section and assumed to be parts of Rows 3 and 4. It may have been the continua
tion of the channel previously noted by Roy Canham and Alison Parnum. Occasional subsequent 
visits were made to the pit; a little extra information was recovered about the possible buried 
channels and one large black area was noted at the eastern end of the pit from which a number of 
leather shoe soles were recovered (and many others are thought to have been lost). This may have 
been within a continuation of the buried channel. 

A variety of finds came from the pit, but very few were securely located. Some were definitely 
associated with the area of the stakes; others, including a complete Alice Holt flagon, were found 
by site workers and their original location could not be determined with any precision. Several of 
these finds made their way to Chertsey Museum by various routes. Rumours of the discovery of a 
'lead casket' could not be confirmed. It may be relevant to note the discovery, in the river nearby 
to the east, of a leaden vessel, interpreted as a medieval relic holder ( Gardner 1922), and the set of 
Romano-British pewter plates from Shepperton Ranges, not far to the west (Poulton & Scott 
1993, 116-7). 

The rows of wooden stakes 

Four rows of stakes were recorded in some way, numbered 1-4 from west to east. None of them 
could be fully recorded and only the surviving parts of Rows 1 and 2 could be adequately planned 
but the general relationship is reasonably accurate. Further information was obtained from site 
workers about stakes removed before any recording took place, suggesting the previous existence 
of another row or the continuation of Row 3 right round Rows 1 and 2 (figs 2-4). 

Row I had 25 stakes still in situ when recorded and Row 2 had 48. There was a general impres
sion that they occurred in pairs. They generally survived about 1.6m in height above the water 
level and were between 0.45m and 0.55m in circumference. Most were thicker at the bottom and 
all were pointed on top, but these points are assumed to be the result of rotting. This rotting and 
the radial splitting of the stakes is taken to indicate that they were of oak, but this was not other
wise checked. They varied in shape but most showed signs of shaping especially at the bottom so 
that they were roughly octagonal in section. They seemed to be more or less complete small tree 
trunks with the bark removed and some rough shaping. In places at the foot of Row I there were 
the remains of smaller branches woven around the stakes with other thin uprights to make a 
wattle fence (figs 3, 5 and 6). Traces of similar wattling were noted in places on Row 2. 

Row l survived as about 21.5m in length measured out from the edge of the pit, while Row 2 
was around l9.5m long. They curved towards one another as they went out into the pit, that is to 
the north, being about 5m apart at the pit edge but only 1.5m apart at the surviving northern end. 
According to site workers the rows had originally come together and the joint line had then been 
continued to the north by four or five further stakes the last two of which were much larger and 
flat-topped, set close together. There was then a gap of about 3m to the line of the continuation of 
Row 3, said to be curving around Rows I and 2. There was a large heap in the pit of various pieces 
of wood removed in the course of extraction before any archaeological recording took place (fig 
7). This heap included pieces of at least eight very large stakes or piles which may have included 
those removed from the ends of Rows I and 2. One of these had a maximum circumference of 
0.88m. The heap also included other shaped pieces of wood (see below). 

At the point where Rows 1 and 2 met the pit face there were further surviving pieces of 
wood. These were partly excavated but were not recorded in any detail (as noted above). They 
should survive in the bank between the fishing lake and the Thames. The excavation established 
that Rows 1 and 2 continued to the south. Row 2 did not show any different features, but Row I 
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Fig 2 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. Site plan. 
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included a well-preserved area of wattle and a stake apparently set in as part of the row but 
with extra features as noted below. There was a further stake beyond it, apparently of similar 
type and continuing the line, and another upright about midway between the two rows (figs 2 
and 6). 

The extra features of the Row I stake kd to it being called the 'cross-piece', and it is so named 
on figure 2 and in the discussion below. It was photographed in situ, when partly excavated, and 
was removed and taken to Chertsey Museum when the writer was not present. It is unfortunately 
no longer in a condition to be drawn. The stake survived to about 1.3m in length, but may well 
have been damaged in removal. It had been roughly squared and appeared similar to the other 
stakes in the line except that it had a rectangular through mortice cut about l50mm below the 
surviving top. A horizontal rail, roughly squared off to a section of60 x 30mm had been inserted 
through the mortice and aligned with Row 1. This rail had only survived to about 400mm in 
length but had probably been broken off at both ends. Approximately 200mm below the rail the 
vertical stake passed through the stub end of a thick, apparently horizontal, rounded beam whose 
end had been morticed to take it. This beam was not examined further and only its very end was 
removed to Chertsey Museum. 

The overburden had been removed over the area of the pit before any archaeological work 
took place, but sections around the pit edges showed that the typical sequence would have been 
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Fig 3 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. General view of Rows I and 2 from the south; a particularly well preserved piece of 
wattle fencing can be seen on Row I and the end of Row 3 can just be seen protruding from the pit edge. 

about 0.2m of dark topsoil over about 0.5m of brickearth, itself overlying a variety of sands and 
gravels. The section west of the point where Row l entered the pit edge was cleaned and recorded 
(figs 8 and 9). It was unfortunately necessary to do this with two steps, as already noted. The 
lower part of the section was a complex mixture of grey-white sand, grey-white gravel and m any 
lenses of black organic material with occasional pieces of wood, mostly apparently stakes similar 
to those in the main rows, but lying horizontally. The layers dipped markedly down away from 
Row l. These lower, dipping levels, mostly of sand, were covered by a horizontal gravelly layer 
whose top coincided approximately with the surviving top of the rows. Above it were a number of 
more or less horizontal layers of mixed orange-yellow sands and gravels with further lenses of 
black organic material. These would originally have been covered by the brickearth and dark 
topsoil noted above. 

The section between Rows l and 2 could not be drawn because of the excavation into the pit 
edge, but it seemed to be similar to that west of Row l except that there were no marked dipping 
layers. The main part of these, however, would have been below the area explored. The drawn 
section contrasted markedly with the section to the east of Row 2, which unfortunately could not 
be drawn in the time available but was recorded in a photograph (fig 10). This section had only 
horizontal layers, mostly of gravel, with little sign of black organic material, except for a dip near 
the top of Row 2 and dark gravel at the base (as visible: ie above water level) of the piles. This 
dark gravel was noted along this line of piles, and in the section appeared to fill a hollow ex
tending two or three metres to the east of Row 2, rising from or below the water level. The gravel 
to about the height of the surviving top of the stakes was darkish grey with patches of yellow sand ; 
above the piles it was similar to the section west of the rows. 

Row 3 was removed in the process of gravel extraction, and it was not possible to record the stakes 
in situ (figs 4 and ll). There was no sign of any wicker structure attached to the row but it would not 
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Fig4 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. General view across Rows I and 2 from the west, showing the relationship to Row 3 
which is seen in the background in the course of destruction. The scale is in 200mm units. 

have been easy to see. Through the good offices of Roger Pattinson extraction was stopped for a 
short period to allow the remnants of the row to be photographed and to permit the rapid cleaning 
and drawing of a section (fig 12) across the row approximately 12m into the pit (ie north from the 
southern working face). The dredging machine was then used to extract the stake from the drawn 
section. About 1.85m of this stake showed in the section, near the base of which was a general white 
sandy level which perhaps represented the stream bed when the stakes were part of a structure in use. 
This white sandy layer was noted elsewhere across the row at other points in the extraction process. 
Above this layer in the section black organic material defined a marked dip, as though filling a 
channel round the stake; this dip was in turn covered by a similar horizontal layer. This dark mate
rial was also noted along the row in the course of extraction. Higher up in the section darker gravel 
appeared to show the filling of another marked depression around the stake. The top of the section is 
at about the same relative height as the top of the section west ofRow 1. 

The stake rescued from Row 3 was 2.66m long overall and was apparently generally similar 
to those from Rows 1 and 2, being rounded for about the top 1.25m and then roughly squared. Its 
greatest circumference was 0.58m. It was pointed at the top and a small stepped point had been 
cut into the bottom (fig 13). There was no obvious sign that this point had been sheathed in any 
way. The gravel between Rows 2 and 3 was said to overlie London Clay and to be much deeper 
(down to about 7m) than usual elsewhere in the pit ; it was also stonier and cleaner. 

Relatively little could be seen of Row 4 in the extraction process and it is probable that only a 
small part of it survived. There was no evidence that it had reached as far as the southern pit 
working face as had been the case with the other three rows and it was only possible to be certain 
of a short length near the section across Row 3. The stakes of Row 4 were very different from 

. those of the other three rows, being much slighter: more rotten, less thick and some at least still 
retaining the original bark. They were set in much less deep than the other rows. One stake could 
be briefly examined. It was 1.08m long, and although the top had broken off in extraction it had 
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Fig 5 Ferry Lane, Shep-
perton. Detail of wattle 
fencing on Row I. The 
scale is in 200mm units. 

probably not been much longer originally. The upper part was still rounded with the bark present 
but the bottom had been squared off. 

Discussion 

At the time of discovery a number of theories were put forward as to the original purpose of the 
rows of stakes. These included the substructure of a bridge, the markers for some sort of causeway 
or route through low-lying, generally waterlogged land , or fish weirs. A further possibility is 
some form of river bank protection (see eg Holmes 1994, 30- 3). Only the last two, however, 
would make use of wattles in conjunction with stakes, and bank protection can be ruled out from 
the evidence of the sections. These show no evidence for banks, except for Row l, but here the 
back of the bank is against the stakes, when for bank protection the row should be at the front. 
There can be little doubt, therefore, that the stakes were the remains of fish weirs. 
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Fig 6 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. Detail of the southern end of Row I, showing the 'cross-piece' at the left hand side. 
The scale is in 200mm units. 

Lack of evidence about contemporary stream or river channels makes it impossible to be sure 
how the weirs worked: there are parallels for types with a straight arm across the river flow, or for 
V-shaped structures pointing up or downstream (see in general, Brinkhuizen 1986, 15- 17;Jenkins 
1974, 284- 5; Salisbury 1991,77, fig 11.1). There can be no doubt that the river channels in this area 
have had a complex history. Apart from the Thames itself, which probably flowed through a 
number of different meandering channels at any one time, the situation is further complicated by 
the confluences with the Wey and the Bourne, which now enters the Thames near the bottom left 
corner of figure 1. Work by the Surrey County Archaeological Unit in connection with gravel ex
traction at the Shepperton Ranges site immediately to the west of Ferry Lane indicated that a 
major Thames channel probably flowed to the north of the present river in the prehistoric and 
Roman periods (Poulton & Scott 1993, 126 fig 22 ). It might therefore have flowed along the 
northern edge of the Ferry Lane pit when the weirs were in use, so they could have been on a sub
sidiary channel of the Thames or even on courses of the Bourne or the Wey. An aerial photograph 
held by the Surrey County Council Environment Department (HSL UK 71174) appears to show 
an earlier river channel crossing the area soon to become the Ferry Lane pit, in a direction 
roughly parallel to the existing Thames meander to the east. It is, however, further east than the 
position ofthe stake rows. 

The county boundary indicates several alterations to the main channel since the boundary 
was fixed (see eg Stonebanks 1973, l and fig 8, opposite 15; VCHMx, 3, 2). The boundaries may 
have survived partly because of the importance of the fisheries to the adjoining manors (Moor
house 1988, 479). It is interesting to note in passing the implications for the oft-repeated story of 
Shepperton church being washed away when the Thames changed its course (Stonebanks 1972, 2 
gives the various versions); the boundary here is still in mid-channel. The area is obviously prone 
to flooding; there has been a major flood as recently as 1947. At such times new channels will often 
be created. There do not seem to be any detailed studies of the history of the Thames channels in 
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Fig 7 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. Heap of wooden stakes or piles dragged from the pit in the course of working. The 
scale is in 200mm units. 

the Shepperton area, but it was no doubt similar to that recorded for other areas with buried 
fish weirs, such as the Trent near Nottingham and the Ken net in Berkshire (Salisbury et a/1984; 
Clay & Salisbury 1990, 290- 4; Butterworth & Lobb 1992, 79- 81). 

The section west of Row 1 suggests that a bank formed against the western side of that row, 
probably over many years. This is difficult to understand because one would expect deposition on 
the upstream (ie western) side of the channel (which should have been on the eastern side of the 
row) and erosion on the downstream side (that is, whichever direction the channel was flowing, 
the overall direction in which the water was travelling would always have been to the east). One 
explanation would be that the weirs were in a subsidiary channel which became a backwater, per
haps after the river took a new main course following a flood. It is interesting to note that the 
Ferry Lane weirs are in an almost identical situation, relative to the recent river, to that of the 
Norman weir at Colwick (Losco-Bradley & Salisbury 1988,330 fig 1 and 336 fig 7). 

In our present state of knowledge the best explanation for the Ferry Lane stakes is that they 
were part of one or more V-shaped fish weirs of the type with two arms coming to a point where 
there would have been a trap such as an eel basket, like the Colwick reconstruction (Salisbury 
1981, 33, fig 6; Losco-Bradley & Salisbury 1988, 347 fig 13; for a recorded late Saxon eel or fish 
basket trap on the Kennet in Berkshire see Watson 1992). The V probably pointed downstream, as 
at Colwick, and in that case would have been intended to trap eels (Salisbury 1991, 80). The use of 
nets to make a larger trap should not be ruled out; this might have been the purpose of the larger 
stakes or piles said to have existed at the northern end of Rows 1 and 2. These might also have 
served to support a structure from which a fisherman could tend the baskets or nets at the eye of 
the V (see eg Salisbury 1991, 83, fig 11.11). The rough weights (fig 14) could have been used as net
sinkers, although they could also have been attached to an eel basket or fish trap, to hold it in place. 
Such an example is illustrated by Steane & Foreman (1988, 177 fig 25), although this is not attached 
to a weir; and Salisbury comments (1995, 35) on the presence of 'stone anchors suggesting that 
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Fig 8 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. Photograph of the section west ofRow I. The scale is in 200mm units. 
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Fig 9 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. Drawing of the section west of Row I. 
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Fig 10 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. The section east of Row 2. The scale is in 200mm units. 

they had secured a basket or net' at the mouth of a V-shaped weir at H emington (see also Salisbury 
1991, 86 fig 11.15). This may also suggest a use for the stone weights (fig 15) from Ferry Lane. 

Several parallels for V-shaped weirs are illustrated by Salisbury (1991, 77 fig 11.1, especially 
nos 20 and 22). These suggest that Rows 1 and 2 could have been contemporary, although it may 
be that they were used at different periods, and that Row 3 was the other arm of the V, itself re
placed by or replacing Row 4. The deeper gravel noted between Rows 2 and 3 presumably repre
sents the main river channel at the time. If there really was another row west of Row 1 this could 
also be from a different period. Presumably these weirs had a relatively short life. The Norman 
period weir at Col wick shows the remnants of other rows on the same alignments as the main sur
viving weirs (Losco-Bradley & Salisbury 1988, 337 fig 8). Salisbury's work at Hemington Fields 
(1995, 34) also demonstrates the large number of fish weirs (40) constructed in a relatively small 
area between the 7th and the 14th centuries. 

Although V-shaped weirs seem the most likely explanation for the Ferry Lane structures, other 
possibilities should not be ruled out. In this respect the presence of the 'cross-piece' may be signifi
cant. It has some similarities with pieces from a fish weir recorded by Salisbury on the River Trent 
at H emington (Salisbury 1995, 35). This had horizontal pieces near the top of the stakes, con
necting them to the next in the series, and forked pieces further down serving as angled supports. 
The objections to seeing this as a parallel are that the Ferry Lane horizontal was continuous 
through the hole, whereas at Hemington this served to join two pieces; the supporting prop (if that 
is what it was) was much larger than at Hemington and none of the other stakes showed any signs 
that they had also had horizontals. Nevertheless, it must be likely that the Ferry Lane structure was 
essentially similar, even if it served a somewhat different purpose. If it really was different from the 
other part of the row, it may be that it was intended to have some extra function, for example to 
serve as part of a means of supporting a trap in a straight weir. In this case the weir might have been 
set across the flow, with an opening or openings in which traps were set (see Brinkhuizen 1986, 25 
and 26, fig 29). The 'cross-piece' would then be part of a structure for lowering the trap into position 
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Fig 11 Ferry Lane, Shepper
ton. Row 3 in the 
course of destruction, 
seen from the south; 
the position of the 
section, fig 12, is 
marked by the scale 
pole. The scale is in 
200mm units. 

and lifting it when full. Some of the other pieces of wood noted at Ferry Lane (fig 16) might have 
been part of the structure, and the weights and anchors could have had a part to play in its use. 

If the pit workers were correct in their suggestion that Row 3 curved round Rows I and 2 in 
some fashion it is possible that these rows were all part of a single elaborate structure. There are 
parallels for very complicated systems of weirs and fences by which fish are led ever further into 
compartments from which there is little chance of escape (see for example von Brandt 1984, 153-
93 passim, especially illustrations on 165, 171, 172). If Rows 1, 2 and 3, and perhaps another row 
further west, were contemporary, however, it seems more likely that they formed a battery ofV
shapes serving a group of eel baskets or nets. 

The only dating evidence comes from the radiocarbon determination from the piece of wattle 
on Row I, suggesting a date in the later Roman or early Saxon periods (AD 410- 650 at 68% con
fidence limits and AD 250- 690 at 95%: Shotton et a/1974, 299 = Birm-420). Obviously a single 
date of this kind cannot be regarded as conclusive. The structure cannot be dated from its own 
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Fig 12 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. 
Section across Row 3. 

characteristics; we do not yet have enough properly dated weirs to be able to see if there are da
table types. In fact the evidence tends to suggest that these structures changed little through time 
(Salisbury 1981, 32; Salisbury 1991, 76). That said, the construction of Row I seems well paralleled 
by the Colwick weirs (Losco-Bradley & Salisbury 1988 passim). The depth of burial of the Ferry 
Lane stakes, the complex sequence of deposition after the weirs went out of use (as shown by the 
sections), and the situation relative to existing watercourses and the county boundary all imply 
considerable age. The finds such as tile and pottery and the general impression given by the an
imal bones also tend to support the radiocarbon date. 

There is good evidence for medieval and later river fisheries all along the Thames from London 
to Egham and beyond. The difficulties they caused are even reflected in Magna Carta and subse
quent legislation (in general seeThacker 1914, 2- 24 passim, and Stonebanks 1973, 5- 7, including 
some material specifically relating to the area around Shepperton and Walton on Thames). Their 
relative importance may be judged from their values in Domesday Book. Several fisheries are 
mentioned on the Thames in Surrey and Middlesex; details given for the latter indicate that they 
were mostly weirs. They included weirs at Shepperton rendering 6s 8d and a fishery at Walton 
rendering 5s (Darby & Campbelll962, 128- 9, 393- 4). A fish weir is recorded at Shepperton in 
the 14th century (VCHMx, 3, 2). Chertsey Abbey was given permission to construct a weir at 
Chertsey in 1325, and claimed rights extending back to the 7th century (VCHSy, 3, 407). The 
Abbey also had a fishery and a weir at two different places near Egham in the 14th century 
(Barnes 1963, nos 714 & 1305). Not far to the north, on the river Colne at Denham in Buck
inghamshire, a V-shaped fish weir is actually recorded on a 15th century map in the Westminster 
Abbey archives (Harvey 1980, 87). River fish in this area perhaps included chubb, dace, eels, gud
geon, minnows, ruff, trout and maybe salmon (see eg Dyer 1988, 31- 2). 

Finds of weirs and wooden stakes have been recorded over many years on the Thames between 
London and Egham. A probable fish weir dated to the 15th century has been discovered recently 
at Parliament Street (Girardon & H eathcote 1988, 415) and detailed survey in the Richmond 
area has located five structures thought to have been fish traps. R adiocarbon dating of oak stakes 
from one of them has produced dates calibrated toAD 430- 670 and AD 600- 780 (Cowie & East
mood 1997, 92- 3, 119). The earliest record is Bede's in the 8th century; his interpretation of stakes 
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Fig 13 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. The stake rescued from the Row 3 section. The scale is in 200mm units. 

surviving in the Thames as being those used to defend the crossing against Caesar has fascinated 
antiquaries ever since. Sober opinion agrees that these stakes were probably the remains of fish 
weirs, as no doubt were many of the others recorded between Kew Bridge and Isleworth, and the 
so-called Coway Stakes at and upstream from Walton on Thames (Vulliamy 1930, 278- 80; 
VCHSy, 4, 344; Stonebanks 1972, 1). Some at Brentford sound very like the Ferry Lane examples: 
three lines of oak piles at a depth of ten feet below the top of the bank, bound by wattles and with 
sharpened stakes pointing outwards at an angle of 45 °, kept in position by heavy stones (Vulliamy 
1930, 279). Ferry Lane and other examples show how these stakes could have become buried in 
the later river bank, with 'sharpened' ends caused by rotting, and pushed over at an angle as they 
were buried. Interestingly, Merton Priory had a fish weir at Brentford (fishing rights confirmed 
in 1225: VCHMx, 2, 267). Lines of stakes have also been noted by members of the Surrey County 
Archaeological Unit in gravel pits at Shepperton Ranges and Abbey Meads, Chertsey (R 
Poulton and P Jones, pers comm). 

The finds 

A detailed catalogue of finds is not presented here because none of the material can be regarded 
as properly stratified. All the available information, including the bone reports and lists, is in
cluded with the site archive deposited at Chertsey Museum. It was unfortunately not possible to 
store wood or leather at Chertsey Museum in suitable conditions; most of it had in any case dried 
out on site as a result of being left exposed in the pit before any archaeological work took place. 

Some finds, recorded on photographs, were taken away by the finders or can no longer be 
traced. These include a complete Romano-British flagon, a probable stone net weight, a med
ieval iron axe head and some of the wooden objects. Some of the finds can be accepted as being 
certainly from a similar level to, and somewhere near, the base of the stakes as seen on site, that 
is just above water level in the pit and therefore near the bottom of the drawn sections. Where 
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appropriate this is noted. This material would, however, have been deposited in water-laid con
texts and could easily have been washed in from much earlier contexts. 

POTTERY AND TILE 

A small amount of pottery was collected from the site, mostly around the time of the discovery of 
the stakes. This included sherds of two medieval and three post-medieval vessels, as well as six Ro
mano-British pots, mostly 4th century. The complete flagon has been identified by Joanna Bird from 
photographs and a sketch drawing. She comments as follows: 'Complete flagon in the grey sandy 
fabric characteristic of Alice Holt products. The body is round, with a neatly finished plain foot; the 
narrow neck is short and plain; and the single handle is bifid. There is probably a shallow groove on 
the rim. The shoulder is apparently decorated with vertical burnished lines and there is a broad burn
ished band below. TheAlice Holt type-vessel is closely similar but has a rather more carinated body, a 
plain rim and vertical burnished lines on the neck rather than the shoulder (Lyne & Jefferies 1979, 
type 8.10). A complete example from Portchester, identified as an Alice Holt product, has a slightly 
more ovoid bogy and a trifid handle but has a shallow groove on the rim, vertical burnished lines on 
the shoulder and a broad burnished band below (Fulford 1975, fig 194, type 160). It remains difficult 
to date these Alice Holt flagons closely, and a date in the late 3rd or 4th century is probable.' 

A single fragment ofa Romano-British tile was recovered. On a photograph held at Chertsey 
Museum (Negative N.l41) it is described as 'wedged against N. end of stakes in gravel pit, Ferry 
Lane Shepperton'. 

NET WEIGHTS OR ANCHORS 

Five possible net weights or anchors were recovered. One of these is recorded only on a photo
graph held at Chertsey Museum (Negative N.ll8); another was noted by the writer on the terrace 
outside Chertsey Museum in 1979 but can no longer be traced, and was apparently not photo
graphed. The remainder are shown on figs 14 and 15. Two are rough lumps of chalk, with girth 
grooves (the piece from the Museum terrace was similar). There are parallels from the river 
Witham for example, both for the material and for the primitive type 'recognisable only as net
sinkers by faint grooves worn around the girth by rope friction' (White 1988, 314; 318 fig 5 no 26; 
see also Salisbury 1991, 86 fig 11.15). 

The other two objects were both of stone, shaped into rough wheel shapes with a large central 
hole. In the one recorded only by photograph, the central hole narrows considerably just before 
one side of the stone, but it seems unlikely that it was purely natural. Again, the Witham can pro
vide parallels ( eg White 1988, 315 fig 2), but the Ferry Lane examples were bigger. The photo
graphed example is only slightly so, with a diameter of about 120mm, but the drawn example (fig 
15) is nearly 260mm across. This at least, with its relatively careful shaping, is perhaps more likely 
to have been an anchor. 

LEATHER 

A considerable deposit of shoe leather was noted as coming from a black layer near the surface 
of the pit towards its eastern end. The section was basically topsoil over a silty layer overlying the 
black layer which contained much organic material including wood and reed-like vegetation. A 
few of the shoes, which are perhaps medieval, were taken to Chertsey Museum, where some sur
vive. Some were photographed ( Chertsey Museum Negatives N.l36, N.l37, N.l39). None of them 
were in any way associated with the stakes. Drawings have been included with the archive. 

OBJECTS OF WOOD 

A few objects of worked wood were recovered or recorded apart from the stakes, at about the time 
the latter were being studied, and possibly therefore associated with them in some way. Two are illu
strated on fig 16 and are also recorded on Chertsey Museum photograph negative N.l96. 
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Fig 14 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. Net weights. 

ANIMAL AND HUMAN BONE 

The bones recovered by the London Museum archaeologists had to be returned to the company 
without proper study and it is not certain what happened to them after that. Bones collected from 
the pit around the time of the discovery and recording of the stakes were studied by thelate Dr I W 
Cornwall of the Institute of Archaeology in London, who kindly provided two reports, in April 
andjuly 1974. One report was provided to the writer, the second toR Trett ofChertsey Museum. It 
is not now clear if they were originally taken to the Institute in two separate batches, but this is prob
able. The first report is labelled only as from 'Ferry Lane Pit, Shepperton', the second has some 
extra descriptions offindspots, including specific associations with the stakes (ie ofRows 1 and 2). 

Chertsey Museum has a catalogue of animal bones prepared by J B Delair in 1981. Many of 
these are described as from Ferry Lane, Shepperton. One set of 58 bones is described as received 
from the writer. They can be equated with the first report provided by Dr Cornwall. A further set 
is described as 'probably from Ferry Lane', andjocelyn Barker tells me that they arrived at the 
Museum not long before the summer of 1975. They do not seem to match Dr Cornwall's second 
report, and it may be that they were the bones returned to the company by the London Museum 
archaeologists, eventually passed on to Chertsey Museum. 

The full lists of bones are included with the site archive but as they are mostly unstratified 
only a few comments are needed here. The first report includes several specimens of Bos taurus 
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o~~~==~10cm Fig 15 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. Anchor or net weight. 

longifrons, of a size consistent with the Roman or slightly later date postulated for the stakes. 
There were also two specimens probably from the aurochs, Bos taurus primigenius, which were 
noted as markedly different from the other bones, showing some degree of mineralization. Equid 
remains were mostly of a small type of horse, but included a specimen from an ass (Equus asinus); 
Dr Cornwall noted (in litt, 1974) that 'the presence of ass is interesting and unusual. As far as I 
know, no pre-Roman examples are known (it is typically a Near Eastern species). To what extent 
it was used in Roman or early Mediaeval times, I don't know, but it is in any case a rarity in my 
experience.' The presence of an ass in Roman London is perhaps implied by the mule recorded 
from Billingsgate Buildings (Armitage & Chapman 1979), and it is unfortunate that we cannot be 
sure of the date of the Ferry Lane specimen, although Dr Cornwall noted that the bones of his 
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Fig 16 Ferry Lane, Shepperton. Worked wood. 

first report were consistent with the supposed date of the stakes, except for those probably from 
a much earlier deposit. The latter included a specimen probably from a native fallow deer (Dama 
dama), as well as the aurochs. The bones of the first report also included specimens of red deer, 
pig, and the shaft of a well developed, probably male, human femur. 

The second bone report included a number of specimens described as from 'upper gravel, 
over stakes', but also a bone from an ox (Bos taurus longijrons) from 'base of stakes, N. end' and sev
eral bones from 'base of stakes, S. end'. The latter included pig, dog, ox, a red deer antler and a 
human cranium. The antler is described as 'the bez- or trez-tine sawn from and with the adjacent 
parts of the beam. Hole pierced in beam at base of tine, 1 t inch diameter approx, not by drilling 
but apparently cut with a gouge from both sides. Use?' The cranium is described as 'with unworn 
teeth, I 2M2 in situ. Other teeth lost postmortem. Germs of unerupted M 3s still deep in maxilla. Zy
gomatic arches broken, otherwise complete. All sutures still open. Age perhaps 15. Slight brow
ridges, small mastoids, light build. Possibly female, but these features are shared by both sexes in 
youth. Approx measurements: max length 175mm; max breadth 15lmm. Cranial index 86.2-
markedly brachycephalic. In vertical view, strikingly pentagonoid in outline- another youthful 
feature.' 
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